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Saxon
5926-9 ABZ
UPC: 844375038387
9 Light Chandelier
The world famous Smithsonian Castle, in Washington, DC is a picturesque castle composed of
red sandstone and Medieval-Revival architectural details. Details like the large circular window
that sits high above its northern entrance. This north-facing window was strategically placed
to catch the light of the sun. The beautiful window is dissected by a bold patterned design.
The window’s concept and appearance inspired our Smithsonian Saxon Collection. Composed
of durable steel and finished in a smooth Cordoban Bronze finish, these beautiful fixtures are
available in various “window-inspired” silhouettes. Evocative of the castle’s window, all of the
canopies and backplates in the collection feature reflective mirror glass segmented by the
same pattern. Capture some of the beauty of the Smithsonian Castle for your home with this
unique collection. This 9-Light Chandelier is graciously sized for large rooms.
Fixture Finish:

Aged Bronze

Glass/Shade Finish:
Materials:

Steel

Fixture Width:

34.75”

88.27cm

Fixture Height:

23”

58.42cm

Canopy Backplate Dimensions:

5.125”Dia x 0.875”E

13.02cmDia x 2.22cmE

Chain:

NA

NA

Rod:

NA

NA

Wire:

10’

3.048m

Bulb Type:

Incandescent, Type B

No

Wattage:

9 x 60W(C)

Voltage:

110

Fixture Extension
Glass Diameter:
Glass Height:

Install Position:
Approved Location:

Dry Location

Safety Rating:

UL,CUL

Also Available

5926-FM ABZ
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5926-M1L ABZ
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5926-SF ABZ

EMAIL: cs@goldenlighting.com

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs are not
included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of this catalog does not constitute an agreement to sell.

